pattern in Dublin where the appearance of restaurants was preceded by taverns, coffeehouses and clubs.
While Dublin's restaurant industry emerged in the latter half of the nineteenth century, it was from the dawn of the twentieth century that an international reputation for fine dining developed. Two leading French chefs, the brothers François and Michel Jammet, opened a restaurant in Dublin in 1901 and, up until its closure in 1967, it remained one of the best haute cuisine restaurants in the world. In 1949, another French chef, Pierre Rolland, arrived in Dublin as chef de cuisine of the Russell Hotel and the restaurant under his leadership also became world renowned. In the mid1950s, both the Russell and Jammet's were presented with awards from the American magazine Holiday for being ‗one of the outstanding restaurants in Europe' (Irish Times 7/2/1956, p. 11). The high standard of food and service in these restaurants was confirmed in 1963 when the Egon Ronay Guide first covered Ireland. They awarded the Russell three stars, the highest possible award, and in the 1965 guide, Egon Ronay wrote: ‗words fail us in describing the brilliance of the cuisine at this elegant and luxurious restaurant which must rank amongst the best in the world' (Ronay 1965, p. 464) . However, by 1974, when the Michelin Guide to Great Britain and Ireland was first published, the only star awarded in Dublin to symbolise an exceptional restaurant was to the Russell Restaurant, which closed its doors that very year. It was not until 1989 that the Michelin Guide would again award a star to a Dublin restaurant, to Restaurant Patrick Guilbaud.
However, by 2008, six Dublin restaurants shared seven stars (Guilbaud's was awarded 2 stars since 1996), and three Dublin restaurants were awarded ‗Red Ms', which symbolise excellent food and a reasonable price. The global recession and banking crisis made subsequent trading conditions extremely difficult, but Dublin's fine-dining restaurants, for the most part have withstood the recession and the 2014 Michelin Guide awarded stars to five establishments and four bib gourmands or Red ‗M's. We are in the middle of a new ‗golden age'.
Origins and Spread of French Haute Cuisine
Haute cuisine has been influenced by various influential writers / chefs and has experienced a number of paradigm shifts over the centuries from La Varenne, Carême, Dubois, and Escoffier to Point, Bocuse, Guérard, Mosimann, Roux, Waters, Gagnaire, Adrià, Blumenthal and Redzepi.
This chapter uses the term haute cuisine to cover the evolving styles of elite cuisine produced and served in restaurants by professional staff from the Escoffier orthodoxy of the early twentieth century through the ‗nouvelle cuisine' movement of the 1970s and 1980s, to the ‗molecular gastronomy' or ‗modernist' movement of the early twenty-first century.
French haute cuisine in the public sphere can be said to have originated in Paris with the appearance of restaurants during the latter half of the eighteenth century. This phenomenon was greatly boosted following the French Revolution when the number of restaurants increased dramatically (Spang 2000, pp. 130-133; Mennell 1996, pp. 141-142) . Restaurants have been differentiated from a tavern, inn, or a table d'hôte by a number of factors. Firstly, they provided private tables for customers; secondly, they offered a choice of individually priced dishes in the form of a carte or bill of fare; and thirdly, they offered food at times that suited the customer, not at one fixed time as in the case of the table d'hôte (Brillat-Savarin 1994, p. 267) . The spread of restaurants to London or Dublin was slow, primarily due to the abundance of gentlemen's clubs which siphoned off much of the prospective clientele for restaurants in those cities. However, meals had been available to the public in Dublin's alehouses, taverns, inns and eating-houses for centuries. Indeed, Constantia Maxwell noted that Dublin was renowned for its taverns and alehouses since Elizabethan times; such establishments mostly served good solid plain food such as steaks and chops, rather than the elite cuisine which was provided by French male cooks in the homes of the aristocracy (Maxwell 2010, p. 26) .
Evidence of French Haute Cuisine in Private Irish Households
The eating habits of both the English upper-classes, and subsequently the new Anglo-Irish upperclasses, were influenced by their continental neighbours. Between 1603 and 1649, the first two Stuart kings, James I and Charles I, espoused Spanish, French and Italian fashions and ideas, including cooking (Spencer 2004, p. 134) . Many of the Ascendancy families led hedonistic lifestyles (Robins 2001) . The Anglo-Irish ascendancy adopted some of the extraordinary hospitality that had been part of the Gaelic tradition but, with the employment of a professional French chef having become the fashion, their conspicuous consumption was much more sophisticated; they thus emulated the eating patterns of London and Paris. Evidence exists in culinary manuscripts and in some printed cookbooks of the period that show how prevalent the influence of French haute cuisine was at this time among the Anglo-Irish aristocracy (Mac Con Iomaire and Cashman 2011, pp. 81-101) .
The Emergence of Restaurants in Dublin
Establishments using the term restaurant became common in the latter half of the nineteenth 
Influence of Foreign Chefs / Restaurateurs
Analysis of the 1911 Census shows that the leading chefs, waiters and restaurateurs during the first decades of the twentieth century were predominantly foreign-born, and had trained in the leading restaurants, hotels and clubs of Europe (Mac Con Iomaire 2008, pp. 92-126) . Over many years, Restaurant Jammet maintained its position as the finest restaurant producing haute cuisine in Dublin. Until the appointment of Pierre Rolland as head chef of The Russell in 1949, Jammet's was also ‗the only restaurant in Dublin with an international reputation for its cuisine' (Graves 1949) . Indeed, according to Lacoste, Jammet's was the only place in the British Isles where one could eat well in the grand French tradition, ‗À Dublin, …on trouve une cuisine digne de la grande tradition française' (Lacoste 1947) .
A Golden Age of Haute Cuisine in Dublin
The 1947-1974 period can be viewed as a ‗golden age' of haute cuisine in Dublin, since more award-winning world-class restaurants traded in Dublin during this period than at any other time in 
Nouvelle Cuisine and the Rise of the Chef/Proprietor
The nouvelle cuisine movement was rooted in the ‗cuisine de marché' which originated as a rebellion against the Escoffier orthodoxy, particularly as it had become stultified in international hotel cuisine. A synopsis of Henri Gault's ‗ten commandments' of nouvelle cuisine includes: reduced cooking time for fish, game, vegetables and pasta; smaller menus based on market fresh ingredients; invention of new dishes; embracing advanced technology; the aesthetics of simplicity; and a knowledge of dietetics (Gault 1996, pp. 123-127) . Stephen Mennell has pointed out that Gault and Millau forgot to include one characteristic common to most of the nouveaux cuisiniers, that they were mostly chef-proprietors of their own restaurants (Mennell 1996, p. 164) .
One of the first Dublin restaurants to be opened by a chef / proprietor was The King Sitric (Aidan McManus) in Howth (1971-present) . This was followed by The Mirabeau (Sean Kinsella) in Sandycove (1972 Sandycove ( -1984 ,Johnny's (Johnny Opperman) in Malahide (1974 Malahide ( -1989 , Le Coq Hardi (John Howard) in Ballsbridge (1977 Ballsbridge ( -2001 , The Guinea Pig (Mervyn Stewart) in Dalkey (1977-present) , and Rolland (Henri Rolland) in Killiney (1974 Killiney ( -c.1986 ).
2 The most famous of these early chef / proprietor restaurants were the Mirabeau and Le Coq Hardi. Some of the restaurants listed above shared many characteristics covered in Gault's ‗ten commandments' of nouvelle cuisine, most particularly the use of fresh seasonal local produce. However, the lack of a codified repertoire makes it difficult to pinpoint who was serving nouvelle cuisine in Dublin, chiefly since trends were changing quite rapidly, particularly in the 1980s with influences coming from various ethnic and fusion cuisines. given it a notable public profile. Its beginnings were in the origins of French haute cuisine; its further progress came in the development of restaurants, especially in the early golden age of Dublin Restaurants, the ones so strongly influenced by French families such as the Jammets,
Bessons and Rollands, all of whom adopted Ireland as home. The latest important French influence is prospering: Patrick Guilbaud was advised that if his restaurant was half as successful as Jammet's had been, he would be doing extremely well. Restaurant Patrick Guilbaud, now in its thirtieth year in business, has already outlasted the Russell Restaurant in longevity but has still has another 37 years to go to equal Jammet's as the most influential and successful French restaurant Ireland has had (Ryan 2011, p. 3) . There is a neat symbolism involved in Patrick Guilbaud's purchase of the Harry Kernoff painting of Jammet's: it signifies both continuity and tradition, it ties haute cuisine to Irish imagery, and it reflects the degree to which French influence has dominated Irish public imagination in that most important area over at least two centuries.
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